
Ecological value of land: 43,42%
Use stage energy cost for public buildings: 12,26 EUR/m²/year
Share of renewable energy on total final thermal energy consumption: 20%
Total GHG Emissions from energy used: 3,695 kg CO2 eq/m²/year
Consumption of water for residential population: 76m³/occupant/year
Ambient (outdoor) air quality with respect to particulates: 0 days/year
Quality of pedestrian and bicycle network: 1,44 m/100 inhabitants 
Community involvement in urban planning activities: Level 3

State: Croatia
Region: Istria
City: Pula
Size: 18.000 m2
Inhabitants: 57.460 inhabitants
Project by population: Area in cities over 50.001 inhabitants
Sort of project: Existing retrofitted area

City of Pula
Istria, Croatia

Description: largest city of Istria county; 22.134 households, historic and cultural heritage, strong 
industrial and shipbuilding tradition, developing a diverse touristic offer towards sustainable tourism

Vision: contribute to sustainable development, develop urban area as green area where environment is 
kept and economy is based on principles of green development; develop an area with high employment 
rates, strong social and territorial cohesion; focus on knowledge based economy and a city desirable for 
life and work

Unique specifity: development of different models of citizens inclusion in public consultation e.g. model 
of participative budgeting, models for strategic documents and local legislative framework; participation 
in project “picture of health”(quantitative / qualitative description of the health of citizens and factors that 
affect health)

Challenges: shifting focus from industrial city towards more sustainable fields such as social 
entrepreneurship, tourism, agriculture, smart systems of water / waste management, systems of public 
transport and lightning but facing difficulties in transition; high unemployment rate, lower than national 
average incomes, challenges in sustainable development e.g. with use of renewable energy resources, 
waste management system, etc.

Solutions: implement strategic approach (e.g. conduct analysis of weaknesses and treats), development 
of strategic documents, main objective: stimulate green development, green economy and preservation of 
green area of the environment, etc.

Lessons learned: establishing better traffic connections / connectivity  with other destinations; from 
neighborhood cities such as Koper, Trst and Venice, they had a similar challenge with traffic connectivity 
in the past

Efforts: measures of prevention of unfavorable influence on environment carried out in accordance with 
the regulations and provisions of the spatial plans; several projects: e.g. “Adriatic II” project with purpose 
of reducing the pollution of the sea; project “Move smart in 2015” – indirection of alternative green 
transport; project “Green Wheels in the City of Pula”, etc.

Target group: citizens of pula, pre-school and school children

Financing: EU structural and investment funds, city`s public budget (2019: 58,7 mio Euro); estimated 
invested budget of the local community for the neighborhood 3.380.000 Euro 

Success: participative budget planning and inclusion of citizens in decision making e.g. action plan of 
revitalization of park forest, system of waste management, etc.

Future perspective / Recommendation: introduction of Policy of the Integrated City Management 
System based on the vision as city which is desirable for life and work and its mission - to concern 
for the safety, health and quality of life of citizens, protection and strengthening of economic potential, 
responsible attitude towards natural environment; fixed part of budget planned for further development


